PHOTOGRAPHY INTERNSHIP

WANT TO GAIN EXPERIENCE IN AN EXCITING, AWARD-WINNING PUBLISHING ATMOSPHERE IN BEAUTIFUL CHARLESTON, SC? ARE YOU PROFICIENT IN CREATIVE SUITE? COMFORTABLE IN A FAST-PACED ENVIRONMENT? ABLE TO WORK WITH TIGHT DEADLINES?

SKILLS NEEDED:
* Creative Suite
* Photoshop
* Camera Settings
* Photo Editing
* Organization
* Multitasking

What YOU can expect

► Have 20 or more images in each issue depending on your strengths.
► Meet hundreds of people on assignment. Go on studio, portrait, in house, and location shoots.
► Gain knowledge from other professional photographers by assisting at photo shoots.
► Learn the process from camera-to-layout by working directly with the art director and graphic designers as a team.
► Convert photos from RAW format and make images print ready.
► Learn the basics of using a light kit in a photo studio and product photography.

 associate art director
Julie Wood
jwood@charlestonmag.com

Benefits
How will you benefit from interning at a big publishing house for 3 months?

1. Gain real-world experience applicable to future jobs.
2. See your name in print, whether it's on the masthead or next to your very own work placed among that of the pros.
3. Impress future employers with your experience interning at six different publications.

READY TO APPLY?
Email your resume and portfolio samples to:

Email your resume and portfolio samples to:

BROUGHT TO YOU BY ROPER ST. FRANCIS
Summer 2017 TM
PLUS:
A look at back pain, a refresher in water safety, and more

Learn how plant-based fare—like that offered up by Dellz Uptown co-founder and chef Michael Bond—can boost your well-being

Plant Power!